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How About Adding 'Author' to That Resume?
ORONO, Maine -- A dozen University of Maine students will be graduating with an
early distinction. They have a book in publication.
The class project developed last summer when their professor couldn't find an affordable,
comparative text on sexual attitudes and behaviors in different countries, so she enlisted
the help of the students in writing one. "Cross-Cultural Perspectives in Human
Sexuality" is being published by Allyn & Bacon and will be out this fall for national
distribution.
The book covers the basic aspects of sexuality in 44 countries and is the first
comprehensive text of its kind, according to Sandra Caron, associate professor of family
relations and human sexuality. It provides pertinent data on sexual activity,
contraception, abortion, sex education, sexually transmitted diseases, homosexuality,
prostitution and pornography, as well as statistics for pregnancies, births and abortions.
Since environment can play a major role in shaping attitudes on sexuality, the book also
offers an overview of each country, including information on population, ethnicity,
religions and annual income per capita.
"It was a fascinating project," says Caron. "How many college students can graduate
saying they already have a chapter published in a book?"
Colleagues around the country are already asking about the book's availability because
it's so badly needed, according to Caron. In addition to college classroom use, the book
can served as a quick reference manual. Since each chapter follows the same content
outline, readers can easily draw comparisons between each country.
The students in Caron's Selected Topics in Human Sexuality class literally pulled their
assignments out of a hat, drawing slips of paper on which Caron had written the name of
a country ranging alphabetically from Austria to Zimbabwe. The assignments were as
diverse the students' majors which include business, child development, history, liberal
studies, mechanical engineering and social work.
Each student researched at least three countries and in the difficult, time-consuming and
often frustrating process, learned a great deal about their topics, about research resources
and methods, and how much work is involved in gathering and compiling data.
The work was tremendous, the students agree, and they all gained a new respect for the
skills and patience of library staff. The fact that they were researching and writing for
expected publication added to the pressure, but also to the excitement and to the
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seriousness of the project. Their discovery and analysis of the divergent views and
policies of various cultures regarding sexual issues increased their awareness and
bolstered their realization that they were doing important and useful comparative work.
They also are in accord that the best part of the project was receiving the letter from
Caron announcing that the book had been accepted for publication.
The book will help lessen the ethnocentrism of many Americans in judging other
cultures, according to Caron, pointing out that one of every 10 students in American
colleges is from another country. Students need to learn that sexual behaviors differ
among various cultural groups and that there is no set standard for what is considered
normal, she explains. The book is full of examples.
For instance, among industrialized nations, the United States has one of the leading
pregnancy rates for teens age 15-19. For every 1,000 American girls in this age range,
11 7 become pregnant each year. Yet, only 23 states require formal teaching about human
sexuality in school, and many states have policies against teaching about such subjects as
intercourse, abortion, masturbation, homosexuality, condoms and safer sex. In
comparison, the Netherlands' teen pregnancy rate is 14 per 1,000, and lessons in human
sexuality are available at all levels of school education and are offered through youth
clubs.
Abortion is another striking area of difference. While it continues to be a major
controversy in the United States, Russians view abortion as a primary method of birth
control, and in Ireland, it is illegal except in cases where the mother's life is in danger.
The book also points out some interesting similarities between countries. Most countries
have a minimum age of sexual consent, regulate adult pornography, control access to
certain sexual materials, and in all the countries studied, incest is considered a taboo.
Human sexuality and issues surrounding birth control, AIDS, abortion, and gay/lesbian
rights are central topics in our conversations and lives, and the discussion should not be
limited to one's familiar habitat, according to Caron.
The facts in the book send a clear message, she says. "We live in a world composed of
cultural diversity. When we perceive the views of others, we develop a better
understanding of the values and behaviors that exist within our own culture, and we learn
to accept our role as members of a global village."
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